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Tipsy Wine Glasses Pack of 2

Tipsy Gin Glasses Pack of 2
Fancy a classic Gin and Tonic with an extra twist?? Use these large 
bowl shaped Gin glasses to not only enjoy a long refreshing drink 
and also to add some fun to entertaining. The wonky stems on 
the glasses give the appearance that they are about to take a 
tumble, but fear not as they are in fact perfectly balanced.
Each glass has a capacity of 800ml.

Ref: BS/FIZZ2

Ref: BS/GIN2

Tipsy Fizz Glasses Pack of 2

Ref: BS/TW2

Is it the end of the night already?? No, but one 
look at these glasses will make you feel tipsy 
even when you are stone cold sober. Watch as 
your friends check their faulty vision and try 
to correct their attempt to pick up their glass. 
These novelty glasses will bring a smile to your 
party.

Champagne flutes with extra fizz!! Enjoy a glass
of Prosecco or Champagne in these fun trick 
glasses. Great for parties and entertaining. The 
wonky stems on the glasses give the appearance 
that they are about to take a tumble, but fear not as 
they are in fact perfectly balanced. Each glass has a 
capacity of 250ml.

Also available in single pack: BS/GIN

Jumbo Wine Glass Decanter

BS/GWGL

Jumbo wine glass with pouring spout for decanting 
wine, serving shared cocktails or just for yourself! 1.8L 
capacity. Premium lustre finish.

Also available in clear: BS/GWG

NEW
Lustre finish
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Ref: BS/SITG

Dodge a bullet and enjoy your favourite 
tipple in this fantastic novelty glass.  
A bullet has been embedded in the side 
of the glass which has a crackle finish 
giving a very authentic appearance. 
The glass has a capacity of 300ml. Hand 
wash only.

Shot in the Glass

Diamond Spirit Glasses Pack of 2

Ref: BS/DIA2

Let your drink sparkle in these diamond faceted glasses 
and use the various angles to tilt your glass and release the 
aroma! These crystal glasses have a subtle lustre finish and 
each has a capacity of 450ml. Handwash recommended.

Now available as a set of 4 diamond shots SG/DIA4
& set of 2 diamond shots SG/DIA2

The Drinks Tube
Get the measure of your drink with the laboratory glass Drink Tube. 
Precise science lab graduations up to 500ml.

Ref: BS/BT

NEW

NEW
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Bar Bespoke Bottle Stoppers
Add some character when serving wine. Use these Bust Bottle Stoppers to not only keep your opened bottles 
of wine fresher for longer but also add some fun to entertaining. Graduated stopper to fit most bottles. 
Available in four designs and packed in a smart gift box.

BS/EINST Einstein
BS/CAESAR Caesar
BS/SHAKE Shakespeare
BS/TRUMP Donald Trump

Pewter Bottle Stoppers
Top off your bottle in regal style with these king and queen chess pieces 
made of pewter.

Coloured Steel Straws 6pk
Our bestselling steel straws now available in 6 assorted, glitzy
colours to liven up the party.  Brush included.

Ref: SS/6C

Ref: BS/CHESS

Retro Glass Straw Dispenser
Store your straws in a hygienic, American diner style
dispenser with heavy glass base and chrome top.
Complete with 50 paper straws.

Ref: ASD
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Designed with nerds in mind 
these 50ml shot glasses replicate a 
chemistry set with measurements 
on the side so you know how much 
poison you have drunk! Now in Bar 
Bespoke packaging

Chemical Shot 
Glasses 4 pack

Ref: SG/CHEM

Our bestselling pipe glasses now in Bar 
Bespoke boxing.

Pipe Sipping Glasses 2 
pack with Stand

Ref: BS/BP2S 
Ref. BS/BP2 version without stand

Chilly Feet Penguin

Store these fun, reusable drink coolers in the freezer ready to chill your drink without 
diluting. Now packed 18 pieces in new Bar Bespoke gift box.

Ref: DPG18

Pink Elephant

These great Light bulb glasses each have a capacity of 
400ml so are ideal for beers and long drinks. The flat 
base allows them to stand safely on a surface and the 
re-useable straws supplied fit neatly into the opening 
at the top. Each glass measures 17cm high x 9cm in 
diameter.

Edison Light Bulb Glasses 4 pack

Ref: BS/LB4Reusable straws and cleaning brush
available separately STRW/RU

Duck Ref: DSTG

Drink Coolers

Gold Star

Ref: DPE18

Ref: DD18
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Wino Sippo Glasses Pack of 2
Fill these large glasses with your 
favourite vintage and sip through the 
pipe to enjoy a more pure and bigger 
hit of your wine. Great for parties and
entertaining these stylish glasses sit 
safely on the table or work surface 
using the glass feet for 
stability. Ref: BS/SIP2

Also available as a set of 4 with port decanter 
and stopper.

Port Decanter and Sipper Set

Rounded bottomed glasses were originally
designed for use on ships to counteract the 
rocking motion on the high seas, but you don’t 
need to set sail to use these rockers. Watch your 
tipple swirling inside the glass and breath in the 
aroma! For a party game rock the glasses from 
side to side or spin them (gently!) and try not 
to spill a drop! or cup the glass in your hand for 
warming brandy, cognac and even red wine. 
Each glass is approximately 9cm tall x 7.5cm in 
diameter.  Packed in a smart gift box.

Whisky Rockers Glasses 2 pack

Ref: BS/WR2

For those who enjoy Port, try these traditional Port 
Sippers and drink as it was done so many years ago. 
Fill the glass with Port and then gently sip through 
the spout for a fuller flavour. Packed 2 pieces per 
pack.  Full colour gift box.

Port Sipper Glasses 2 Pack

Ref: BS/PS2

Ref: BSPS5
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Your very own reusable bamboo cutlery set in a stylish linen 
wrap for eating on the go. Contains a Knife, fork, spoon and 
straw with cleaning brush. The set rolls up for easy storage in a 
pocket or bag.

Bar Bespoke EcoEat Bamboo Cutlery Set

Ref: ECO/E

Funky and fun, these silicone straws are ideal 
for parties.
Six assorted colours and a handy cleaning 
brush. Simply wash and reuse.

Ref: SS/COL6

Bar Bespoke Squirrel Nutcracker

Ref: NC/SQ

Crack your nuts with added fun using this squirrel 
nutcracker. Forged in heavy iron with rustic finish.

NEW

NEW

NEW

Relive the fun of the Yard of Ale pub challenge using 
this quarter yard glass. Held securely in a smart birch 
wood stand you can fill to the brim and when ready 
to take the challenge remove and begin! Packed in a 
smart Bar Bespoke gift box.

Bar Bespoke Quarter Yard Glass

Ref: BS/QY

Bar Bespoke Silicone Straws 6pk
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Mixology Pineapple Ice Bucket
Our Pineapple Ice Bucket became an icon in the early 
70’s when a famous drinks company launched bottled 
fruit juice for home use. Today it has been re-launched in 
the same style complete with insulation and a glass liner 
which can be removed for cleaning. 26 x 17.5cm in size 
with a 1.5Ltr capacity. Packed in a smart retro styled gift 
box.

Ref: PA/IB

Mixology Golf Ball Ice Bucket

Ref: IB/GOLF

Mixology 19th Hole Golf Ball Drink Coolers

Ref: DGB12

These novelty golf ball drink coolers will chill your drink 
without diluting. Leave in the freezer until frozen, then 
pop into your glass for an ice cold drink: you only need 
one or two large balls to cool effectively.
The coolers are filled with sterilised water and sealed, 
so can be used time and again.  Just hand wash after 
use and refreeze.

We have re-launched our 70’s Iconic Golf ball ice 
bucket complete with heavy glass liner, lift off lid 
and gold figurine of a golfer on the top. It has a 
capacity of 1.5 litres and is supplied with ice tongs. 
Gift Boxed.

Perfect for the beach, garden or a picnic, these 
large acrylic spike glasses will stick in the ground 
so you can enjoy your party knowing your drink 
is safe!! Four assorted colours available in a CDU 
display.

Bar Bespoke Outdoor Spike Glass

Ref: AG/S

NEW
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Cactus Silicone 
Bottle Opener
Add a little fun to opening 
your beer or soft drink 
bottles with this silicone 
Cactus opener. Packed on a 
hanging card.

Ref: CBA3101

Pineapple Silicone Swizzle 
Spoons Pack 4
These assorted coloured silicone and steel spoons are 
ideal for cocktails or even deserts. Each has a different 
coloured silicone pineapple so you can always find 
you drink. Packed in a smart acetate gift box.

Ref: CST1601

Pineapple Silicone
Bottle Opener
Add a little fun to 
opening your beer or 
soft drink bottles with 
this silicone Pineapple 
opener. Packed on a 
hanging card.

Ref: CBA2501

Flamingo Design Drinks 
Coasters pk-8
These re-usable coasters will brighten up your party. 
Each has a Flamingo design. Packed 8 pieces in a gift 
box.
Ref: CST1901

Pineapple Silicone/Steel
Cocktail Picks Pack 6
These fun silicone / steel cocktail picks are ideal for 
adding the final touch to a great cocktail or simply 
using for canapés. The pack includes six assorted 
colours so you can identify your drink easily at 
parties. Packed in a smart acetate gift box.

Ref: CWC6601

Impress your guests with these hand made / hand painted 
Cactus shot glasses. Each glass holds a double shot and are 
packed 4 pieces in a smart gift box.

Ref: SG/CACT4

Mixology Cactus Shot Glasses 4 pk
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Ref: DC/GL

GLOBE DECANTER with cradle
Drink the world dry using this classic glass globe 
decanter from yesteryear.  The hand blown 
borosilicate globe will hold a full bottle of your 
favourite tipple ready to serve in style. When 
not in use the globe can be turned gently on its 
axis as it balances in the glass cradle.  Then, you 
can hold the whole world in your hands as you 
pour out a drink or two.  The glass ball stopper 
will keep any alcohol fresh with an airtight seal.  
Capacity 700ml.

Mixology Globe Rocker
Glasses 2 pack
Rock the world or spin your drink around the 
globe with these rocking and rolling glasses. 
A pack of two round based tumblers with a 
map of the world printed on the outside of 
the glass. Pack of 2 in a smart gift box.

Ref: BS/SW2
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Mixology Vintage Globe Glasses Gold

Ref: BS/VG2G

Ref: DC/VGG

Serve your favourite drink in 
this vintage glass. 
Each measures 10cm high x 
7.5cm diameter and has a 
capacity of 300ml. Decorated 
with a map of the world in 
gold and black. Packed 2 in 
smart gift box.

Mixology Vintage Globe Ice Bucket Gold
Use this double walled bucket to keep your 
ice chilled for longer and serving ice with 
style. This ice bucket has an inner chamber 
to store the ice, complete with a glass lid 
with knob for easy opening and a silicone 
rim for a tight and secure seal. It measures 
17cm in diameter and has a capacity of 1.2 
Litres. It is decorated with a gold and black 
print of a map of the world. Packed in a 
smart gift box.Also available with silver 

print IB/GLS

Also available with silver print 
and vintage aeroplane DC/VGS

Mixology Vintage Globe Decanter Gold Ship
This retro vintage decanter is 
decorated with a map of the 
world in a gold decal with a 
miniature glass ship inside the 
decanter. You can remove the 
glass stopper to fill also gently 
revolve on the wooden stand 
with a walnut finish. It has a
capacity of 1 litre and is 
supplied in a colour gift box.

Also available with silver 
print BS/VG2S

Ref: IB/GLG
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Set of six stainless steel straws perfectly angled to make 
sipping your drink even easier, Can also be stored in the 
freezer and used as stirrers to chill your drink.
Ideal for drinking Prosecco without damaging your 
teeth! 
Now includes cleaning brush.
Packed in a smart full colour Mixology gift box.

Ref: SS6 

Mixology Stainless Steel Straws 6 pack 

6 Large Granite Whisky Rocks

Ref: D/SOR6

Mixology Bangle Hip Flask

This clever hip flask slips on to your wrist 
so is very discreet and always to hand. 
It holds 3.5 ounces and has a screw cap. 
Finished in smart rose gold (HF/BRGD), 
Stainless Steel (HF/BRSS).

Available in Rose Gold & Stainless Steel Finishes

What better way to take the edge off warm whisky than using 
genuine granite rock.  Ideal for cooling any drink without diluting.  
Unlike the smaller sizes you only need one rock for a short drink or 
two for a long one.  And unlike soapstone the
granite will never erode or wear out!

Make your drinks the talking point of the party with 
these stylish drink coolers. Simply store in freezer and 
when frozen remove and pop into your drink to chill 
without diluting. The special gel inside the sealed 
cubes keeps them cold for hours. Totally reusable, just 
rinse and store back in the freezer. Packed in a smart 
Mixology gift box.

Ref: D/SS6

Rocks of Steel Ice Cubes 6pk
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Ref: CS/RO

This retro soda syphon is made from toughened glass and has a very stylish metal mesh 
coat. Fill with water and carbonate using CO2 cartridges also available from ourselves. 
Packed in a smart Mixology full colour gift box.

Ref: M/SS

Mixology Deco Mesh Soda Syphon

Ref: CS/BLT

Mixology Bullet Cocktail Shaker
Fire up your party using this bullet shaped cocktail shaker. With a stylish brass plated 
body and a copper plated tip this mighty shaker has a 700ml capacity and measures 
27cm high x 7.5cm in diameter. 
Remove the copper tip and then the brass cap and strainer to fill with your chosen 
ingredients, maybe a little crushed ice, then replace the strainer, cap and lid securely 
and shake. 
To serve, simply remove the tip and cap and pour through the built in strainer.

This stainless steel Rocket cocktail shaker sits on its own launch pad and looks very 
stylish on any home bar. Remove the nose cone, cap and strainer to fill, replace and mix. 
The built in strainer allows you to pour and catch ice and garnishes. Height including 
stand is 25cm and the capacity is 500ml.

Mixology Rocket Cocktail Shaker

Mixology Day of the Dead Skull Decanter
Fill these decorated skull decanters with your favourite tipple and impress 
your friends when they are around for drinks. Available in a white design 
and comes complete with a cork.
The decanter was traditionally used for Tequila and are hand-painted in the 
classic Mexican ‘Dia de los Muertos’ style. 
Capacity 700ml.

DDD/W White
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Ref: FLASH/D6

Each cube will light up in the colour of your 
choice or assorted colours to make sure you find 
your drink the dark! Sealed non-replaceable
batteries for safety.

Unbreakable silicone ice tray retains shape.
Comes with hard tray making it easy to carry and place in freezer.
Ideal for freezing baby food portions and herbs.
Ice pieces release easily, no need to run under water, practical and
hygienic, no aftertaste.
Ideal for freezing baby food portions and herbs, making chocolate
pieces or baking. Dishwasher safe and ovenproof.

Flexible Jumbo Ice Tray

Ref: ICT/32

Mixology Flash ice cubes: 
‘drink in the dark’

Flashing Tumbler
Light up your party with this flashing tumbler which 
you can set to always on, slow flask or quick flash! 
Replaceable batteries.  200ml capacity. Now in Bar 
Bespoke gift box.

Ref: FLASH/GL

The Spring water bottle has an
innovative collapsible design
function and a 550ml maximum
capacity so as you consume your 
drink simply collapse down a notch 
or two to reduce space. The very 
stylish bamboo and stainless steel 
screw top lid has an airtight seal and 
a flip top carry handle which can also 
be clipped to your bag or belt. 
The food grade silicone body is 
dishwasher safe but the lid should 
be hand washed only. Extended the 
Spring bottle stands 22cm tall and 
collapsed it measures 15cm in height. 
Always remove the lid to extend or 
collapse. Available in 3 colours.

Spring Water Bottle

Ref: HYD/SWBB Blue 
HYD/SWBLK Black
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Ref: BO/WM

Always know where you can 
open your ice cold beer or soft 
drink with this Bulldog Bottle 
opener. Made from heavy cast 
zinc and finished in matt black
it has plenty of bite to remove 
bottle caps with ease. Comes 
complete with fixings and 
packed in a smart gift box.

Ref: BO/BD

Mixology Bulldog 
Bottle Opener

Ref: BO/VBO

Mixology Key
Bottle Opener

Ref: BO/KEY

This solid cast iron opener is a
faithful reproduction of the 19th 
century original made for the 
seafarers. Finished in  antique rust 
and packed in a smart gift box.

Ref: BO/MM

Mixology Skull Bottle Opener

You’ll find salvation when
you use this vintage style 
church key as an opener for
your crown cap bottles, whilst 
the size and weight will make sure 
you never loose your opener.
Finished in an antique rust and 
packed in a smart gift box.

Mixology Mermaid 
Bottle Opener

Use this vintage traditional opener for your crown 
cap bottles, whilst the size and weight will make 
sure you never loose your opener. Finished in an 
antique rust and packed in a smart gift box.

Mixology Vintage Traditional 
Bottle Opener

Ref: BO/50CAL

Beerology 50 Calibre 
Beer Bottle Opener
This genuine 50 calibre shell 
has been decommissioned and 
expertly crafted into a beer bottle 
opener so you can shoot off your 
beer cap in an instant.
Packed on a smart Beerology
hanging gift card.

Never loose your bottle opener again. With the 
fixings supplied attach this great Skull opener to a 
wall or kitchen cabinet and it will be ready to use. 
Made from cast iron and packed in a smart gift 
box.

Ref: BO/SK

This great retro beer opener not only 
looks the part but made from zinc alloy 
it performs very well indeed. Fix to any 
wall using the fixings supplied. Packed in 
Mixology gift box.

Wall Mounted 
Bottle Opener
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Ref: BW

Brandy Warming Set

Long-lasting, non-abrasive brushes for cleaning
delicate crystal and other hard to clean glassware, 
flasks, decanters and vases.

Foam Cleaning Brushes

BR1 long brush, BR2 large glass brush, 
BR3 narrow glass brush.

NEW

Premium version now available in gold colour.  
Ref: BW/DLX

Wall Mounted Glass Rack

Ref: BH/GWM

Just like in the bars, this rack will store your 
glasses safely yet within easy reach when 
needed. Fix to your wall under the kitchen 
cabinets and you will be able to store up to 
25 flutes with ease. Made from chrome
steel and packed in a smart gift box.
Fittings included.

Also available as glass and 
bottle rack. Ref: BH/UCR

This set includes a traditional brandy 
glass with a metal stand and tea light 
specifically for warming brandy. Fill 
the glass with your tipple, light the tea 
light and place the glass on the stand 
to gently warm the brandy bringing out 
the true flavour and aroma.Packed in a 
smart gift box.

NEW

NEW
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VINimal Sausage Dog Bottle Holder
Our latest addition to the VINimal range is the ever-popular 
Dachshund design ready to guard your favourite tipple

Ref: BH/DOG

Use the Vin-Go to transport your wine safely and keep it chilled for longer, 
whether at the beach, in the park or even at festivals. Decant your wine 
into the Vin-Go (use a funnel if need be), seal the screw top lid and store 
in the fridge. When ready to use, the double walled stainless steel vacuum 
flask will not only keep your wine chilled for hours but there will be no risk 
of breakages or leakages, so the flask is perfect for being out and about. 
Finished in a very smart satin steel with a capacity of 750 ml.

Vinology Vin-Go Wine Flask

Ref: WF/VG

This great self assembly Reindeer bottle holder will not only store your 
bottle of Wine, Champagne or Spirit safely but will also look elegant on 
your tabletop. Stylish finish and packed in a smart gift box.

Ref: BH/RD
Ref BH/VRDL natural 
finish

VINimal Reindeer Bottle Holder

Keep your wine chilled for longer on the 
move!! Store these Chillbags in your freezer 
allowing the gelbag to freeze. When ready 
remove unfold and place your wine,
Champagne or even water bottle inside. 
The Chillbag will keep your bottle chilled for 
hours and the handles make it easy to carry. 
You can even add ice into the bag for extra 
chilling. Clear design on the bag.

Vinology Chillbag Clear

Ref: BCB

Vinology 
Chillbag 
Bubbles

Ref: BCB/B

Bubble design 
on the bag.
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Bottle Pourers & Stoppers

Ref: BS/FISH

Press the Bubbly Bung into the top of an opened bottle of 
Champagne or Sparkling wine and click to seal. Your drink will 
stay fresher for longer. Simply press the top button to remove.
Packed in Vinology Gift box.

Ref: BT/BB

Bubbly Bung Champagne Sealer

Remove corks with ease using this Wine bottle shaped 
electric corkscrew. Mains charge using the adaptor supplied 
and with the simple press of a button corks will be removed 
from the bottle. Foil cutter included. 
Packed in a smart gift box. Ref: EC/WB

Wine Bottle Shaped Electric 
Corkscrew

Opens up to 50 bottles on one full charge. Suitable for all types 
of corks. Press one button to remove cork from bottle and 
another to release the cork. Packed in a smart gift box.

Ref: BS/STAG

Ref: EC/DLX

These heavy zinc alloy bottle stoppers and 
pourers will add style and tradition when serving 
wine and spirits. Place in the top of your opened 
bottle and they will act as a stopper and be 
ready to pour into your glass without dripping. 
They have a stainless steel pourer for hygiene 
and a graduated silicone bung so will fit most 
bottle types.

Ref: PP/GB

British made wine preserver using argon gas 
- the best method of preserving opened bottles.

Preservintage Wine Spray

Vinology Deluxe Electric Corkscrew

NEW
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Decanter Cleaning Balls

Use these extra large wine tags to label your wines for easy identification. With the pen supplied you can write 
your notes on the tags and hang over the bottle neck. Pack of 48 tags and a pen packed in a smart gift box.

Large Wine Tags with Pen Pk-48

Ref: TAG/48

Metallic Pens for marking on bottles and glasses. 
Leave a message on a bottle or personalise your 
guests’ wine glasses with these pens using
washable gel ink in gold and silver.

Metallic Marker Pens

Ref: GMP2

An adjustable wrap to either chill or warm bottles of wine or Champagne. 
Easy to use, it is flexible and drip free; simply freeze the wrap and use it to 
chill bottles or microwave to warm.

for chilling or warming bottles

Dual Wrap

Ref: B/DUAL

To remove those difficult red wine stains in your Decanter us these Stainless 
Steel Decanter Balls. Simply pour these into your decanter and add a little 
soapy water. Swirl the balls around and they will work away at the stains until 
clean. Gently pour out the balls back into the storage tub and replace the
silicone perforated lid, turn upside down and allow to dry. Once dry screw on 
the cap and keep safe for next time. Approximately 270 balls per tub. Also great 
for cleaning flasks and vases. A CDU display is available holding 12 tubs.

Ref: DMB

Mixology Plate Clips and 
Glass Marker set
Great for parties! Clip the glass holders to the edge of your plate and 
then put your stemmed wine glass into the holder leaving a free 
hand to eat your food. Clip the glass markers to the stem of your 
glass so you never loose your own glass at a party. Assorted 6 colours 
in a smart gift box.

Ref: PC/TR12
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